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Hva er det andre feltet på?

Hva er kap 8? ➞ Vurder analyse, at

er_overflowed for neste år.
Systemic ganciclovir 8 w cgs 8
Silvex at hepatical 5 & 6 bills
apparent?
What is a system?

Diagram:

- System
- Modell
- Concept
- Analysis + Design
- Design
- Model

Notes:
- "System & context theory" as models
- As system types
- Implies
- Debris analysis
- Typing
The purpose of category theory

= Understanding structure.

1) iso maps (isomorphism)

2) linear transform

\[ \mathbb{R} \xrightarrow{\text{linear}} A \]
\[
\text{Monoids} \rightarrow \text{category theory} \rightarrow \text{monoids}
\]

\[G \xrightarrow{\phi} G'\]

\[\phi(c) \circ \phi(b) = \phi(c \ast b)\]

\[A \xrightarrow{f} B \xrightarrow{g} C\]

John: prepare, check

Gwen: prepare
Category Theory can provide an overview of regulatory systems and how they relate...

procedure

Customer

Correct Action

Transport Customer's Return

find out what is being done...
Problem → How to reduce poverty
Solution → Chart 8: Analyze current data and suggest corrective action.